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Summary

This paper introduces the concept of spatial and media-based modulated

(SMBM) orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) as a potential

candidate for highly mobile next generation beyond 5G (B5G) wireless com-

munications. The proposed SMBM-OFDM technique utilizes not only the

transmit antenna and channel state indices but also OFDM subcarriers to

improve the system performance under high mobility. In addition, this study

sheds light on challenging fast time-varying channel estimation problem of

MBM-based systems by using the linear minimum mean square error

(LMMSE) approach due to its optimality to investigate the achievable system

performance with the aid of basis expansion modeling. The minimum lower

bound on the channel estimation error (Bayesian Cramer–Rao bound) is

derived theoretically and shown to be attainable by the considered LMMSE

estimator. Moreover, symbol detection performance is provided for different

modulation types and higher mobile velocities. Simulation results demonstrate

that SMBM-OFDM system under high mobility is able to provide around

12-dB performance gains in terms of both channel estimation and symbol

detection error compared to conventional spatial modulation (SM)-OFDM sys-

tems without MBM. The presented framework is important due to addressing

the high mobility support of SMBM-OFDM systems for B5G wireless commu-

nications in terms of achievable channel estimation and data detection

performance.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Next generation wireless communication systems are designed to provide ultra-reliability, low-latency, higher data
rates, and better system performance even in highly mobile environments of beyond 5G (B5G) wireless networks.1–5 In
order to achieve these goals, massive multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO), orthogonal frequency division
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multiplexing (OFDM), and index modulation (IM) concepts are widely adopted to emerging transmission schemes
owing to their high spectral and energy efficiencies.5–8

Under the IM family, spatial modulation (SM) is a promising solution for MIMO systems owing to its advantages
such as less complex receiver hardware with a single radio frequency (RF) chain deployment, bandwidth efficiency,
and interchannel-interference (ICI) elimination thanks to the transmission of additional SM bits to activate
corresponding transmit antenna.9–11 Recently, media-based modulation (MBM) has received great attention as a new
modulation scheme where the transmission media (i.e., channel) is manipulated through the parasitic RF mirrors
deployed at each of the transmit antennas.12 Similar to the SM concept, additional information bits for MBM are con-
veyed to specify the ON/OFF status of RF mirrors resulting in modified antenna beam patterns.13 According to its ON
or OFF status, the reflector on the RF mirror allows the wave pass through or reflects the incoming wave, respectively,
leading to a mirror activation pattern (MAP) that constitutes rich diversity in terms of channel environment. Due to the
RF mirror placement, the number of virtual channels between the selected transmit and all receive antennas increases
compared to the conventional single-input-multi-output (SIMO) communication systems. Owing to the modulation
considered in fading channel, MBM becomes superior to conventional modulation formats.12,13

In recent years, mainly detection performance of IM-based systems is investigated in14–24 rather than realistic
channel estimation performance. In Shamasundar and Chockalingam,14 multiuser MBM performance in a massive
MIMO setting is investigated through compressed sensing (CS)-based algorithms. In Yildirim et al15 and Bamisaye and
Quazi,16 the performance of quadrature channel modulation, which is the combination of quadrature SM and MBM, is
studied from various aspects. In Basar and Altunbas,17 space-time block code (STBC)-based channel modulation
(i.e., MBM) is proposed. However, this work is further developed including SM concept in Yigit and Basar18 by pre-
senting the corresponding error probability. The system performance of MBM with generalized SM is investigated in
Naresh and Chockalingam19 and Oladoyinbo et al.20 However, the authors extend their work on performance analysis
considering the maximum likelihood (ML) detectors under imperfect channel state information (I-CSI) assumption in
Naresh and Chockalingam.21 In Shamasundar et al.,22 MBM for the uplink massive MIMO systems is focused where
CS-based detection algorithms are applied. A differential MBM is proposed in Naresh and Chockalingam23 due to the
differentially encoded consecutive MBM signal blocks. On the other hand, an analytical approach to obtain the error
probability of OFDM-IM in fading channels is proposed in Ma et al.24 Furthermore, a reference signal aided channel
estimation approach is considered for time-invariant SMBM systems in Kabaci et al.25 However, there are studies deal-
ing with the high speed scenarios in vehicular communications by focusing on SM and IM implementation
individually.26,27

SMBM and IM-based studies defined in previous works11–27 analyze the system performance from the symbol
detection point of view only assuming the perfect CSI (P-CSI) at the receiver. In addition, these studies mainly ignore
the channel estimation and its effects to the system performance. However, pilot symbol-aided channel estimation tech-
nique is proposed and evaluated for OFDM-IM systems in Acar et al28 assuming the time-invariant channels. On the
other hand, pseudo-noise (PN) sequence-based channel estimation performance of TDS-OFDM systems is evaluated for
block-wise and time-varying mobile channels in Basaran et al.29,30 Similarly, PN sequence utilization in channel estima-
tion can also be applied to OFDM-based underwater acoustic communication as well.31,32 Also, only Naresh and
Chockalingam21 take into account errors on the channel estimation for only MBM systems by simply adding random
noise to the actual channel fading coefficients to get rid of channel estimation.

In this study, we introduce the SMBM-OFDM concept to exploit not only the space and channel modulations but
also OFDM to achieve a better error performance to be consistent with the ultra-reliable low-latency communications
(URLLC) requirements in B5G under highly mobile wireless communications.2 In addition, discrete Legendre polyno-
mial basis expansion model (DLP-BEM)-based fast time-varying channel estimation approach is proposed for SMBM-
OFDM system considering the high mobility support to be exploited in next generation communications. The channel
estimation performance is determined by mean square error (MSE). In the proposed channel estimation approach, the
PN sequences are inserted into the OFDM data as reference sequences to enable the detection of core OFDM signal
embedded into the composite SMBM-OFDM transmit signal owing to the autocorrelation property of the PN sequences.
Accordingly, higher mobile velocities, 240 and 480 km/h are considered as in traveling with cars and trains, respec-
tively, in accordance with the specifications of URLLC for next generation communications considering high mobility
support.2 In addition, symbol detection performance is investigated in terms of symbol error rate (SER) for various
modulation types and high mobile speeds (i.e., Doppler shifts). As a benchmark in comparison, the performance of
conventional SM-OFDM systems is provided to show the superiority of the MBM integration to the existing SM-OFDM
system in terms of system performance. To summarize, the main contributions of this paper are three-fold:
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• SMBM-OFDM modulation technique is introduced to further enhance the system error performance in accordance
with the URLLC specifications in next generation communications.

• Fast time-varying channel estimation concept for MBM-based systems, which has not been investigated yet, is
proposed to support high mobility which is one of the inevitable requirements of next generation communication
systems. Accordingly, the linear minimum mean square error (LMMSE) estimator is selected to demonstrate real
system performance since the LMMSE is optimum thanks to the Gaussian distribution of both received signal
(i.e., observations) and frequency-selective channel (i.e., parameter to be estimated).

• Bayesian Cramer–Rao bound (BCRB), which shows the achievable minimum error level for channel estimation, is
derived. It is shown that LMMSE estimation is able to attain BCRB levels for the SMBM-OFDM system. The
corresponding system performance is demonstrated such that significant error performance gains around 12 dB for
both channel estimation and symbol detection are obtained compared to conventional SM-OFDM systems under
same conditions to provide fair comparison.

The remaining of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the system model is introduced. System
performance investigation for SMBM-OFDM systems is analyzed in Section 3. The system performance measures are
defined in Section 4. Simulation results are presented in Section 5. Finally, the study is concluded in Section 6.

Throughout the paper, the following notations are used. Small and bold letters (i.e., a) denote vectors while capital
and bold letters (i.e., A) denote matrices. ð�ÞT ,ð�Þ ∗ ,ð�Þ†, detj:j and (�)�1 represent transpose, complex conjugate,
Hermitian conjugate, determinant and inverse of the matrix, respectively. 0N�M and IN stand for the all zero matrix
and identity matrix with corresponding sizes, respectively. diag{.} and trace{.} indicate taking the diagonal elements of
the matrix and the summation of the diagonal elements of the matrix, respectively. ℝA�B and CA define the space for
real and complex planes that contain of real and complex numbers for a matrix with size A�B and a column vector
with length A, respectively.

2 | SMBM-OFDM SYSTEM

The system model of SMBM-OFDM is illustrated in Figure 1 where the main communication components of this
system (i.e., the structures of the transmitter, channel, and receiver) are introduced in detail in this section.

2.1 | Transmitter model

The transmitter side comprises binary information source, M-ary modulator, inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT)
block, and reference sequence insertion for OFDM technique and an SMBM-OFDM mapper that specifies the active
transmit antenna and RF mirror status to send the composite signal. The tasks and characteristics of each block can be
explained in detail as follows. Information source generates η binary bits at each transmission period for the signal
generation (N log2 M bits), transmit antenna selection (log2 Nt bits) and RF mirror activation (Nrf bits) according to
OFDM, SM, and MBM techniques, respectively, where N,Nt, and Nrf denote the number of OFDM symbols, transmit
antenna, and RF mirrors, respectively. Note that the spectral efficiency of SMBM-OFDM technique is defined by the
total bits generated by the binary information source at the transmitter for each transmission interval (i.e., bits per
channel use and bpcu) which is given by

η¼N log2 Mþ log2 NtþNrf bpcu: ð1Þ

The binary signal bits (N log2 M bits) are converted to data signals with N multicarriers with respect to M-ary modu-
lation format resulting in N data symbols. Then, these symbols are applied to IFFT module to obtain OFDM modulated
symbols. In order to preserve the data signals from intersymbol-interference (ISI) effect that occurs due to multipath
wireless channel environment and to make channel estimation possible for time-varying channels, reference sequences
are interleaved into the OFDM data symbols by partitioning them. Different from conventional cyclic prefix
(CP)-OFDM systems where CP is added in front of the OFDM data symbols to get rid of ISI, reference sequences are
also inserted into the mid and last regions of OFDM data symbols to better capture the fast time-varying changes of the
channel response in the channel estimation stage. Accordingly, the corresponding OFDM signal structure is illustrated
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in Figure 2 where first L-1 samples are ISI-corrupted and the remaining Np1 �Lþ1 samples are in the ISI-free region,
and thus, they can be utilized for channel estimation. Similarly, the mid and last reference sequences are used to catch
the channel response better. The modulated OFDM signal has a length of Ns ¼NþNp where reference sequence length
is Np ¼Np1 þNp2 þ…þNpλþ1

while OFDM data length is N ¼Pλ
i¼1Ni. On the other hand, energy efficiency can be con-

sidered when multiple users are communicating in the heterogeneous cellular network regions.33–35

Thanks to MBM, the SMBM-OFDM signal is composed of Nmap ¼ 2Nrf blocks representing the channel state
(i.e., constitutes the MAP) where every block is composed of Nt blocks in which the OFDM signal is placed according to

FIGURE 1 System model of SMBM-OFDM
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the specified transmit antenna in the context of SM. Therefore, the transmitted SMBM-OFDM signal can be represented
in time domain as

s¼ sT1 jsT2 j…jsTNmap

h iT
�CNsNtNmap : ð2Þ

Although symbol rate is slightly reduced due to the SM-MBM implementation to OFDM, its corresponding
performance improves significantly as explained in detail in Section V.

Illustrative Toy Example: In order to illustrate the SMBM-OFDM signal transmission, a 4 � 4 MIMO system (with
four transmit and four receive antennas, i.e., Nt ¼Nr ¼ 4) is considered by assuming that the spatial bits (log2 Nt bits)
are generated as “01” and the RF mirror bits are generated as “10” among possible four channel states since the number
of RF mirrors are deployed as Nrf ¼ 2. Based on the corresponding SM and RF mirror bits, second transmit antenna
and third channel state is determined by operating natural binary encoding (i.e., mapping bits as “00” to 1, “01” to
2, “10” to 3, and “11” to 4). Note that “10” RF bits denote the first RF mirror to be digitally ON position (marked with
purple color at the jth transmit antenna marked with green color) while the second RF mirror to be stayed digitally
OFF position. This RF mirror status corresponds to the one channel realization among possible Nmap ¼ 2Nrf channel
realizations. Accordingly, SMBM-OFDM mapper block places the sk¼3

j¼2 OFDM signal to the location that takes place in
the second OFDM data block inside the third channel state symbol block. The corresponding transmitted signal is
created as

s¼
h
0TNsNt

zffl}|ffl{1st channel state symbols

j0TNsNt
j 0TNs

s32
T|{z}

2nd transmit antenna activation ði:e:;SMÞ

0TNs
0TNs

zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{3rd channel state symbols ði:e:;MBMÞ

j0TNsNt

iT
, ð3Þ

where the core OFDM signal is embedded into the corresponding location specified by the SM and RF mirror bits.
The core data signal that conveys the nonzero OFDM symbols can be expressed as

skj ¼ pT
1 ,d

T
1 ,p

T
2 ,d

T
2 ,…,pT

λ ,d
T
λ ,p

T
λþ1

� �T
�CNs , ð4Þ

where j � {1, 2, … , Nt}, k � {1, 2, … , Nmap}, and λ + 1 represents the number of reference sequences deployed while

pq ¼ pq½0�,pq½1�,…,pq½Npq �1�
h iT

�CNpq ð5Þ

defines the utilized reference sequences. The reference signal waveform is selected based on the Chu sequence for
q¼ 1,2,…,λþ1 due to its constant amplitude and zero autocorrelation properties which make it quite suitable to
synchronize the OFDM signal in time-domain and accordingly allows the time-domain channel estimation of an
OFDM signal.30 The reference sequence waveform is expressed in Chu36 as

FIGURE 2 Transmitted OFDM signal structure
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pq½n� ¼
exp �j

πan2

Npq

 !
, Npq even,

exp �j
πanðnþ1Þ

Npq

 !
, Npq odd,

8>>>>><>>>>>:
ð6Þ

where a is an integer and should be selected that the coprimeness with the sequence length, Npq , holds. The number of
reference sequences are decided by taking into account the polynomial degree, λ, which is used to model the fast time-
varying channel, and it will be explained in the next subsection in detail while explaining the BEM. On the other hand,
OFDM data signals can be expressed as

d1 ¼ d½0�,d½1�,…,d½N1�1�½ �T �CN1

d2 ¼ d½N1�,d½N1þ1�,…,d½N1þN2�1�½ �T �CN2

di ¼ d½N1þN2þ…þNi�1�,d½N1þN2þ…þNi�1þ1�,½
…,d½N1þN2þ…þNi�1��T �CNi ,

ð7Þ

where i¼ 3,4,…,λ. The corresponding OFDM symbols in time domain is calculated as

d½n� ¼ 1
N

XN=2�1

k¼�N=2

b½k�ej2πnk
N u½n��u½n�N�ð Þ, ð8Þ

for 0≤n < N, where n, k, and u[n] stand for the indices in discrete-time and frequency domains and unit step function,
respectively. b¼ b½0�,b½1�,…,b½N�1�½ �T is the vector containing modulated OFDM data symbols corresponding to all
subcarriers in the frequency domain. Accordingly, the SMBM-OFDM transmit signal is sent to the receiver through the
channel over one RF chain.

2.2 | Channel model

Due to highly mobile communication environment, the multipath channel response to the each transmitted symbol
varies over time. Therefore, the channel model can be expressed in vector form as

h¼ ½hT
1 ,h

T
2 ,…,h

T
Nr
�T �CLNsNtNrNmap , ð9Þ

where Nr denotes the number of receive antennas. The channel between the transmit antennas and ith receiver is repre-
sented in terms of multipath components for ℓ¼ 0,1,…,L�1 by

hi ¼ h0
i
T
,h1

i
T
,…,hL�1T

i

h iT
�CLNsNtNmap , ð10Þ

with i¼ 1,2,…,Nr being the receive antenna index. This channel can be further expressed as a combination of channel
fade coefficients according to the channel state index, k¼ 1,2,…,Nmap, as

hℓ
i ¼ hℓ,1

i
T
,hℓ,2

i
T
,…,hℓ,Nmap

i

Th iT
�CNsNtNmap : ð11Þ

Considering the specified transmit antenna index, the channel between ith receive and jth transmit antenna at the
kth channel state can be written as
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hℓ,k
i ¼ hℓ,kT

i,1 ,hℓ,kT

i,2 ,…,hℓ,kT

i,Nt

h iT
�CNsNt : ð12Þ

The each corresponding channel in MBM is assumed to have wide sense stationary uncorrelated scattering
(WSSUS) time-varying fading coefficients and can be described for each channel paths, ℓ¼ 0,1,…,L�1, as

hℓ,k
i,j ¼ hki,j½0,ℓ�,hki,j½1,ℓ�,…,hki,j½Ns�1,ℓ�

h iT
�CNs , ð13Þ

where hki,j½n,ℓ� represents WSSUS Rayleigh fading channel coefficient.
Since the time-varying MBM channel contains more coefficients than the observations, the multipath channel can

be represented by suitably building BEM thanks to the inherently banded structure of channel matrix.37

Accordingly, fast time-varying channel fading coefficients can be approximated by DLP-BEM in terms of the
weighted sums of the orthogonal basis functions, {ψq(n)}, and basis coefficients (i.e., reduced sized channel coefficients),
fcki,j½q,ℓ�g, using less number of basis functions, λ (i.e., the DLP degree) as

~h
k
i,j½n,ℓ� ¼

Xλ�1

q¼0

cki,j½q,ℓ�ψqðnÞ, ð14Þ

where ~h
k
i,j½n,ℓ� expresses the equivalent version of real channel. Note that considering the polynomial degree, we utilize

λ+ 1 pilot sequences in the core OFDM signal in (4) both to express the equivalent channel model suitably with low
modeling error,38 and thus, to estimate the channel.

Utilizing the orthogonality property of basis functions and applying inverse transform, the equivalent channel and
corresponding channel basis coefficients can be constructed in matrix-vector form as

~h
ℓ,k
i,j ¼Ψk

i,jc
ℓ,k
i,j ð15Þ

and cℓ,ki,j ¼ΨkT

i,j h
ℓ,k
i,j , ð16Þ

respectively, where

~h
ℓ,k
i,j ¼ ~h

k
i,j½0,ℓ�, ~h

k
i,j½1,ℓ�,…, ~h

k
i,j½Ns�1,ℓ�

h iT
�CNs , ð17Þ

cℓ,ki,j ¼ cki,j½0,ℓ�,cki,j½1,ℓ�,…,cki,j½λ�1,ℓ�
h iT

�Cλ, ð18Þ

and the matrix Ψk
i,j can be expressed over orthogonal basis functions as

Ψk
i,j ¼ ψk

i,j½0�,ψk
i,j½1�,…,ψk

i,j½Ns�1�
h iT

�ℝNs�λ, ð19Þ

with

ψk
i,j½n� ¼ ψk,0

i,j ðnÞ,ψk,1
i,j ðnÞ,…,ψk,λ�1

i,j ðnÞ
h iT

, ð20Þ

where BEM polynomials, ψk,q
i,j ðnÞ, can be generated by Gram–Schmidt method as detailed in Basaran et al.30
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2.3 | Receiver model

The received SMBM-OFDM signal transmitted from jth antenna to the ith receive antenna can be expressed as

riðnÞ¼
XL�1

ℓ¼0

hi,j½n,ℓ�s½n�ℓ�þwiðnÞ, ð21Þ

where n¼ 0,1,…,NsNtNmap�1, j¼ 1,2,…,Nt, i¼ 1,2,…,Nr , and wi(�) denotes zero mean complex AWGN with variance
N0. As the multipath structure of the channel leads to the ISI on the symbols s[� L+ 1], s[�L+ 2],… , s[� 1] for the
initial part of the transmit signal, ISI corrupted observation samples can be removed at the receiver as in CP discarding
in conventional OFDM systems. Accordingly, the ISI-free observations can be defined as

yiðnÞ ¼ riðnþL�1Þ

¼
XL�1

ℓ¼0

hi,j½nþL�1,ℓ�s½nþL�1�ℓ�þwiðnþL�1Þ ð22Þ

for n¼ 0,1,…,NsNtNmap�L. In the vector form, the signal at the ith receive antenna can be written as

yi ¼
XL�1

ℓ¼0

diagðsℓÞhℓ
i,jþwi �CNℓ , ð23Þ

where Nℓ ¼NsNtNmap�Lþ1 denotes the ISI-free SMBM-OFDM observation length and

yi ¼ yi½0�,yi½1�,…,yi½NsNtNmap�L�� �T �CNℓ , ð24Þ

wi ¼ wi½L�1�,wi½L�,…,wi½NsNtNmap�1�� �T �CNℓ , ð25Þ

hℓ
i,j ¼ hi,j½L�1,ℓ�,hi,j½L,ℓ�,…,hi,j½NsNtNmap�1,ℓ�� �T �CNℓ : ð26Þ

The transmit signal vector corresponding to the ℓth path can be written as

s0 ¼ s½L�1�,s½L�,…,s½NsNtNmap�1�� �T �CNℓ ,ℓ¼ 0 ð27Þ

sℓ ¼ s½L�1�ℓ�,s½L�ℓ�,½
…,s½NsNtNmap�1�ℓ��T �CNℓ ,1≤ℓ≤L�1,

ð28Þ

where s0 and sℓ defines the ISI removed transmit symbols and the shifted versions of the ISI-free signal stemming from
the multipath channel, respectively.

Due to removing ISI contaminated components on the observations, and therefore, leading to redundant
corresponding channel coefficients, the time-varying complete channel vector of the ℓth path in (13) can be redefined
as

hℓ,k
i,j ¼ hki,j½L�1,ℓ�,hki,j½L,ℓ�,…,hki,j½Ns�1,ℓ�

h iT
�CNf , ð29Þ

where Nf ¼Ns�Lþ1 denotes the ISI-free core OFDM signal length.
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In order to build received signal in linear form, the channel vector and the transmission matrix are defined
suitably as

hi ¼ h0T
i ,h1T

i ,…,hL�1T
i

h iT
�CLNℓ , ð30Þ

S≜ S0,S1,…,SL�1½ ��CNℓ�LNℓ , ð31Þ

where

Sℓ ¼ diagðsℓÞ: ð32Þ

Then, the signal at the ith receive antenna can be properly determined as

yi ¼ Shiþwi: ð33Þ

By using the alternative way over the channel matrix regarding the ith receive antenna, Hi, the received signal can
be defined as

yi ¼Hisþwi, ð34Þ

where

Hi ¼
XL�1

ℓ¼0

cshift ½0Nℓ�ðL�1Þ, diagðhℓ
i Þ�, �ℓ

� �
�CNℓ�NsNtNmap ,

ð35Þ

with cshiftðL, �ℓÞ representing column-wise ℓ-step circular counter clockwise shift of L matrix.
By using (15), the equivalent time-varying channel in MBM can be defined through basis functions and basis fading

coefficients as

hi ¼Φici, ð36Þ

where

ci ¼ c0
T

i ,c1
T

i ,…,cL�1T
i

h iT
�CLλNtNmap , ð37Þ

Φi ¼ IL�Ψi �CLNℓ�LλNtNmap , ð38Þ

with � denoting Kronecker product and to express the received signal in linear form Ψi is extended from (19) consider-
ing the ISI removal as

Ψi ¼ ψ i½L�1�,ψ i½L�,…,ψ i½NsNtNmap�1�� �T �ℝNℓ�λNtNmap : ð39Þ

Consequently, the received signal can be defined over BEM equivalent of the MBM channel as

yi ¼ SΦiciþwi ¼Qiciþwi, ð40Þ

where Qi ≜ SΦi can be further named as observation matrix.
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3 | CHANNEL ESTIMATION AND DATA DETECTION

In this section, channel estimation is explained first. Then, symbol detection is introduced for SMBM-OFDM systems
operating under fast time-varying channels (i.e., highly mobile communication environments).

3.1 | Channel estimation for SMBM-OFDM systems

First, the location of core signal located in the sparse transmit signal which is modulated jointly by SM and MBM for
transmit antenna index and channel state, respectively, should be determined. Owing to the autocorrelation property of
the PN sequences, the received signal can be projected onto the signal itself leading to the detection of core transmit
OFDM signal location as

τ̂¼ arg max
τ

XNℓ�1

n¼0

yiðnþ τÞy ∗
i ðnþ τþNℓÞ

�����
�����

( )
, ð41Þ

where τ̂ contains information belonging to the estimation of active transmit antenna index and channel state index, ĵ
and k̂, respectively. Following the estimation of active transmit antenna and channel state indices (i.e., j and k are
known), the equivalent reduced-sized received signal waveform can be expressed owing to sparsity as

yieq ¼ Seqh
k
i,jþwieq , ð42Þ

where

Seq ¼ ½S0eq ,S1eq ,…,SL�1eq ��CNf�LNf , ð43Þ

hk
i,j ¼ h0,kT

i,j ,h1,kT

i,j ,…,hL�1,kT

i,j

h iT
�CLNf , ð44Þ

and

wieq ¼ wi½ðk�1ÞNsNtþðj�1ÞNsþL�1�,wi½ðk�1ÞNsNt½
þðj�1ÞNsþL�,…,wi½ðk�1ÞNsNtþ jNs�1��T �CNf ,

ð45Þ

with Sℓeq ¼ diagðsℓeqÞ�CNf consisting of the meaningful OFDM modulated transmit symbols.
Thanks to the known reference sequences deployed inside the OFDM modulated transmit symbols, unknown

channel basis coefficients can be estimated by taking the ISI-free region into account on the reference sequence
transmission. Note that reference signal length is not affected by the SM and MBM (i.e., transmit antenna selection and
RF mirror deployment) and only proportional to OFDM subcarrier length to represent the fast time-varying channel
polynomial suitably. In theoretical-sense, the ISI-free region equivalence in the observation matrix can be extracted to
create a reduced sized observations to be used in the estimation of channel basis coefficients. Accordingly, the reduced-
sized ISI-free received signal observed on the pilot symbols can be extracted from (42) to be defined in linear form by
selecting time instants suitably as

zi ¼Phk
i,jþni ¼Γicki,jþni �CD, ð46Þ

where ni can be viewed as a corresponding noise subvector, D represents the summation of ISI-free reference sequence
region lengths whose the components in related region are used for channel estimation and can be expressed as
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D¼
Xλþ1

q¼1

Npq �Lþ1, ð47Þ

and

cki,j ¼ c0,k
T

i,j ,c1,k
T

i,j ,…,cL�1,kT

i,j

h iT
�CLλ ð48Þ

represent the basis coefficients corresponding to core transmit OFDM signal samples.
The corresponding observation submatrix, Γ i, is defined as

Γ i ¼PΦk
i,j, ð49Þ

where Φk
i,j denotes the submatrix constructed according to the active transmit antenna and channel status similar

to (38) and P represents the transmission submatrix which can be defined as

P≜ P1,P2,…,Pλþ1½ ��CD�Nf L: ð50Þ

The inner components of transmission submatrix consist of pilot symbols and can be expressed as

Pq ¼ ½diagðpqÞ,0ðNpq�Lþ1Þ�ðNs�Npq Þ��CD�Nf ð51Þ

where pq is defined in (5). To illustrate more clearly, the useful observations suitable for channel estimation for the
each receive antenna (i.e., i¼ 1,2,…,Nr) are collected from the combination of multiple ISI-free regions and can be
expressed in terms of the ISI-free region combinations as

zi ¼ zT0 ,z
T
1 , :::,z

T
λ

� �T
, ð52Þ

where

z0 ¼ yieq ½0�,yieq ½1�,…,yieq ½Np1 �L�
h iT

, ð53Þ

while

zq ¼ yieq ½Np1 þNp2 þ…þNpq þN1þN2þ…þNq�,
h

yieq ½Np1 þNp2 þ…þNpq þN1þN2þ…þNqþ1�,…,

yieq ½Np1 þNp2 þ…þNpqþ1
þN1þN2þ…þNq�L�

iT
,

ð54Þ

for 1≤q≤λ.
Following the considered assumptions on the transmit signal, channel, and observation signal, LMMSE estimate of

the channel basis coefficients are determined for the linear system model given in (46) by the following formula:

ĉki,j ¼ Γ†
i ΓiþN0R�1

cki,j

� 	�1
Γ†
i zi, ð55Þ

where Rcki,j
represents autocorrelation matrix of basis coefficients belonging to the channel with respect to the ith

receive antenna in which the autocorrelation matrix can be calculated as
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Rcki,j
¼E cki,jc

k
i,j
†

h i
¼Φk†

i,jRhk
i,j
Φk

i,j: ð56Þ

Here, Rhk
i,j
¼E hk

i,jh
k
i,j
†

h i
expresses the autocorrelation matrix of the channel coefficients. It can be written easily as

Rhk
i,j
¼ diagðRh0,k

i,j
,Rh1,k

i,j
,…,RhL�1,k

i,j
Þ, ð57Þ

where Rhℓ,k
i,j

is a symmetric matrix for the ℓth multipath component of the channel at the kth state, hℓ,k
i,j , and consists of

σ2ℓ weighted elements equal to ϕðnÞ¼ σ2ℓJ0ð2πf DnTsÞ for n¼ 0,1,…,Ns�1.30

3.2 | Symbol detection for SMBM-OFDM system

Linear system model given in (42) can be expressed alternatively by replacing real channel coefficients with estimated
channel coefficients in the channel matrix similar to (34) to form the definition for symbol detection suitable as

yieq ¼ Ĥeqseqþwieq , ð58Þ

where Ĥeq can be calculated by substituting ĥ
ℓ,k
i,j ¼Ψ k

i,jĉ
ℓ,k
i,j ) similar to the expression defined in (35) instead of hℓ,k

i,j .
Since pilot sequence information is available at the receiver, the transmitted signal vector can be broken down into two
segments (i.e., pilot and data) as

yieq ¼ Ĥppþ Ĥddþwieq , ð59Þ

where Ĥp and Ĥd denote the column matrices extracted from Ĥeq considering the index locations of pilot and data
samples in the transmitted signal, respectively, while p¼ ½p1,p2,…,pλþ1�T is the utilized composite training sequence
vector and d¼ ½d1,d2,…,dλ�T is the transmitted OFDM signal vector.

In addition, estimated channel matrix can be defined as a combination of its column vectors as

Ĥeq ¼ v0,v1,…,vNs�1½ � �CNf�Ns : ð60Þ

Accordingly, the decomposed channel matrices, constructed based on the time indices of pilot sequence and OFDM
data in the transmitted signal vector, can be written as

Ĥp ¼ Ĥp0
,Ĥp1

,…,Ĥpλ

� �
, ð61Þ

Ĥd ¼ Ĥd1 ,Ĥd2 ,…,Ĥdλ

� �
, ð62Þ

where fĤpq
gλ
q¼0

and fĤdqg
λ

q¼1
are the submatrices extracted from the Ĥeq through its column vectors that correspond

to the related indices of pilot and data sequences, respectively.
Then, OFDM data symbols can be estimated as

d̂i ¼ðĤ†
dĤdþN0R�1

d Þ�1
Ĥ

†
dðyi� ĤppÞ, ð63Þ

where Rd ¼ 1
N IN denotes the autocorrelation matrix of the OFDM data symbols in time-domain. To find the frequency

domain equivalent of estimated symbols, Fourier transform is applied as
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b̂i ¼Fd̂i: ð64Þ

Consequently, the decision maker at the receiver operates to decide the symbols according to the selected modula-
tion type regarding ML detection.

4 | SYSTEM PERFORMANCE METRICS

The system performance is evaluated by means of channel estimation error (i.e., MSE) and symbol detection error
(i.e., SER). To measure the efficiency and success of the proposed channel estimation method, BCRB which shows the
attainable minimum error level for channel estimation is derived theoretically. On the other hand, receiver computa-
tional complexity analysis can be determined easily with respect to the number of complex multiplications (CMs)
thanks to the implementation simplicity of the LMMSE algorithm.

4.1 | Mean square error definition for channel estimation

Average MSE can be expressed to calculate the channel estimation error and can be determined as

MSEhi ¼ 1
NsNtNmapL

E hi� b~hi

� 	†
hi� b~hi

� 	
 �
¼ 1
NsL

E hk
i,j� b~hk

i,j

� †

hk
i,j� b~hk

i,j

� " #
:

ð65Þ

In addition, BCRB derivation is included in Appendix A and is related with the channel estimation error addressed
in (65) as

MSEhi ≥
1

NsL
trace N0

�1Γ†
i Γiþ2Σ�1

cki,j

� 	�1
� �

, ð66Þ

where Σcki,j
stands for the covariance matrix of channel basis coefficients and can be determined considering the prior

probability density function of each channel basis coefficients, pðcℓ,ki,j Þ that can be defined as cℓ,ki,j �ℕð0,Σcℓ,ki,j
Þ. Then, the

covariance matrix of channel basis coefficients can be represented as

Σcki,j
¼ diagðΣc0,ki,j

,Σc1,ki,j
,…,ΣcL�1,k

i,j
Þ, ð67Þ

where

Σcℓ,ki,j
¼Ψk†

i,jRhℓ,k
i,j
Ψk

i,j �Cλ�λ: ð68Þ

4.2 | Computational complexity

As the method for estimating both channel and symbols is LMMSE, the computational complexity of this algorithm is
directly related with CMs during the calculation. Channel estimation complexity can be calculated by using (55) with
D denoting the length of the useful observation vector. The computational complexity can be expressed easily as
O DðλLÞ2� �

since the length of the reduced-sized observation signal (i.e., D) is usually bigger than the length of the basis
coefficient vector (i.e., λL). It can be inferred that the total computation complexity depends on the ISI-free region
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length and basis coefficient length and seen to be relatively low compared to the algorithms that require recursive itera-
tions including SAGE algorithm38 and Kalman filter methods39 with higher computational loads, OðNLÞ and O N2ð Þ,
respectively.

5 | SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, we present the performance results of channel estimation and symbol detection of the proposed
SMBM-OFDM systems together with the SM-OFDM systems as a benchmark comparison; 4 � 4 MIMO systems for
both systems are considered where Nt ¼Nr ¼ 4. The transmitted OFDM signal comprises N ¼ 256 data subcarriers and
Np ¼ 32 pilot subcarriers where PN sequences are deployed as pilot subcarriers by selecting a¼ 5 meeting the
coprimeness condition defined in (6). The number of RF mirrors at each antenna used to modulate independent chan-
nel fade realizations is selected as NRF ¼ 2, that is, 2NRF ¼ 4 channel realizations are available between active transmit
antenna and each receive antennas. The multipath number of fast time-varying wireless environments are shown to be
limited under highly mobile channel conditions.30,38 Accordingly, the simulated channel scenario is similar with the
environment tested for conventional CP-OFDM systems as defined in Senol et al38 and Basaran et al40 under same
conditions in terms of channel multipath number. Channel multipath number is chosen as L¼ 3 where the channel
coefficients are modeled by WSSUS Rayleigh distribution with normalized path powers determined as
σ20 ¼ 0:448, σ21 ¼ 0:321, and σ22 ¼ 0:230. Note that the simulated scenario can be easily applied to the channel environ-
ments with more than three multipath components by suitably adjusting PN sequence lengths to allow the occurrence
of ISI-free regions in order to make channel estimation possible. The normalized Doppler frequencies due to the fast
time-varying channel environment are specified as f DT¼f0:04,0:08g results in mobile speeds of ν¼f240,480g km/h,
respectively, where corresponding number of basis coefficients are λ¼f2,3g, respectively, considering the BEM approx-
imation error around 10�6.38 Multiple pilot sequences are deployed with lengths Np1 ¼Np2 ¼ 11,Np3 ¼ 10 when λ¼ 2
and Npi ¼ 8 for i¼ 1,2,3,4 when λ¼ 3 while the corresponding OFDM data lengths Ni ¼ 128 for i¼ 1,2 when λ¼ 2 and
N1 ¼N2 ¼ 85,N3 ¼ 86 when λ¼ 3, respectively. As per the symbol detection evaluation, using the estimation of data
symbols in frequency domain defined in (64), the detected modulated symbols can be determined by the application of
ML rule regarding the selected modulation type. Indicating the detected symbols by ~bi, the SER at each antenna can be
calculated as the ratio of the total number of the erroneously detected symbols to the length of the transmit signal.
Accordingly, BPSK, QPSK, and 16-QAM modulation types are operated for demonstrating symbol detection
performance.

In Figure 3, channel estimation performance of SM-OFDM and SMBM-OFDM systems are shown for the normal-
ized Doppler frequencies f DT¼f0:04,0:08g that correspond to λ¼f2,3g and ν¼f240,480g km/h, respectively, when
BPSK modulation is selected. Corresponding achievable error bounds, BCRBs, are also included. It is observed that the
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estimation performance of MBM applied system outperforms conventional SM-OFDM system under the same condi-
tions demonstrating the superiority of the MBM concept. For instance, 4� 4 MIMO SMBM-OFDM system has around
12 dB SNR gain compared to conventional SM-OFDM system since it naturally utilizes channel modifications due to
the implementation of MBM considering the channel reconstruction error level fixed at 10�4. Moreover, channel esti-
mation performance at lower mobile speeds (with λ¼ 2) is better than the performance at higher mobile speeds (with
λ¼ 3) since orthogonality among subcarriers in OFDM is corrupted under high mobility. Furthermore, LMMSE-based
channel estimation performances are nearly the perfect since BCRB levels are attained almost each SNR values demon-
strating that the proposed channel estimation approach is suitable for fast time-varying channel environments.

In Figure 4, the detection performance of conventional 4 � 4 SM-OFDM and 4 � 4 SMBM-OFDM systems is pres-
ented when BPSK modulation is adopted for the same parameters. Similar to the interpretation on channel estimation
performance, SER of MBM applied OFDM system is better compared to conventional SM-OFDM system. On the other
hand, an increase in the mobile speed (i.e., Doppler spread) results in enhanced symbol detection performance since a
shift in Doppler frequency permits receiver to make use of time diversity better in contrast to the channel estimation
results.

In Figure 5, SER performances are illustrated under same conditions for QPSK modulated systems. Due to the
increase in modulation level, the corresponding symbol detection performance gets worse compared to BPSK case. In
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addition, detection performance results of QPSK modulated systems decrease approximately 10 times in terms of SER
compared to BPSK modulated systems.

Finally, 16-QAM modulated SM-OFDM and SMBM-OFDM system performance are presented in Figure 6 where
SER values decrease due to elimination of time diversity stemming from the modulation level compared to the results
belonging to QPSK modulated systems. Note that 16-QAM SER performance of SM-OFDM system behavior at lower
mobile speeds are almost same to that of higher speeds on the contrary to SMBM-OFDM system. This stems from the
lack of time diversity advantage in conventional OFDM system receivers which can be provided by SM-MBM integra-
tion. In other words, SMBM-OFDM system is able to provide both rich time diversity and better SER results even in
higher order modulations and high mobility.

6 | CONCLUSION

In this paper, SMBM-OFDM system has been proposed as a new modulation technique that can be a potential for next
generation wireless communications. In addition, a new channel estimation perspective for MBM-based systems under
high mobility has been proposed under fast time-varying channel environment for the first time with improved system
performance. Time-varying channel conditions in MBM have been modeled by BEM to reduce the number of unknown
channel coefficients, and therefore, make channel estimation possible. It has been revealed that the LMMSE-based
channel estimation performance with PN sequence deployment is able to well approach to the derived theoretical lower
bound, BCRB thanks to its optimality. It has been also shown that the channel estimation and symbol detection
performance of MBM applied system is superior to the conventional SM-OFDM systems. In addition, the symbol
detection performance of the proposed SMBM-OFDM systems provides significantly better results (i.e., around 12-dB
performance gains) even in highly mobile environments. As the channel estimation is quite challenging in MBM due to
the modulation in medium, the results of this study are quite important for demonstrating the realistic channel
estimation performance of the proposed SMBM-OFDM systems under highly mobile wireless communications.
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APPENDIX A

[BCRB Derivation] Considering the Bayesian estimator defined in Basaran et al30 for (46), the covariance matrix of
channel basis coefficients error can be written as

Ezi,cki,j
ðĉki,j�cki,jÞðĉki,j�cki,jÞ

†h i
≥ ðJþΣ�1

cki,j
Þ�1

, ðA1Þ

where J and Σcki,j
denote the Bayesian Fisher information matrix (BFIM) and the error covariance matrix of channel

basis coefficients, respectively. BFIM can be expressed as

J ¼ JdþJp

≜ �Ezi,cki,j

∂2logpðzijcki,jÞ
∂cki,j

∗
∂cki,j

T

" #
�Ezi,cki,j

∂2logpðcki,jÞ
∂cki,j

∗
∂cki,j

T

" #
,

ðA2Þ

considering the equality pðzi,cki,jÞ¼ pðzijcki,jÞpðcki,jÞ, where the first and second terms in the summation above (i.e., Jd
and Jp) can be called data FIM (DFIM) and prior FIM (PFIM), respectively. DFIM can be further distinguished as

Jd ¼�Ezijcki,j
∂2logpðzijcki,jÞ
∂cki,j

∗
∂cki,j

T

" #
: ðA3Þ

Since cki,j �Cℕð0,Σcki,j
Þ, pðzijcki,jÞ can be represented utilizing the complex Gaussian distribution property as
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pðzijcki,jÞ¼
1

ðΠN0ÞD
exp �N0

�1ðzi�Γ icki,jÞ
†ðzi�Γ icki,jÞ

� 	
: ðA4Þ

After simple mathematical operations, DFIM can be determined as

Jd ¼N0
�1Γ†

i Γi: ðA5Þ

The prior information distribution of channel basis coefficients can be written as

pðcki,jÞ¼
1

ΠλLdetjΣcki,j
jexp �cki,j

†
Σ�1
cki,j
cki,j

� 	
: ðA6Þ

Therefore, regarding the above definition, PFIM, can be obtained as

Jp ¼Σ�1
cki,j
: ðA7Þ

Then, using the related equations (A2), (A5), and (A7), covariance matrix of channel basis coefficient estimation
defined in (A1) can be rewritten as

Ezi,cki,j
ðĉki,j�cki,jÞðĉki,j�cki,jÞ

†h i
≥ N0

�1Γ†
i Γiþ2Σ�1

cki,j

� 	�1
: ðA8Þ

The average MSE of channel basis coefficients follow the summation of the diagonal components of the inverse
matrix defined in (A8), and thus, the relationship between BCRB and the average MSE of basis coefficients can be rep-
resented as

MSEci ¼ 1
λL

X
ℓ

E ðcℓ,ki,j � ĉℓ,ki,j Þ
†ðcℓ,ki,j � ĉℓ,ki,j Þ

h i
≥ trace N0

�1Γ†
i Γiþ2Σ�1

cki,j

� 	�1
� �

:

ðA9Þ

Recall that the average MSE of channel coefficient definition provided below

MSEhi ¼
1

NsL
E hk

i,j� b~hk

i,j

� †

hk
i,j� b~hk

i,j

� " #
ðA10Þ

can be represented in terms of BEM transformation (i.e., b~hk

i,j ¼Φk
i,jĉ

k
i,j), as

MSEhi ¼
1

NsL

X
ℓ

E ðcℓ,ki,j � ĉℓ,ki,j Þ
†ðcℓ,ki,j � ĉℓ,ki,j Þ

h i
¼ λ

Ns
MSEci ðA11Þ

since Φk†
i,jΦk

i,j ¼ IλL.
Finally, BCRB derivation can be represented in closed form as

MSEhi ≥
1

NsL
trace N0

�1Γ†
i Γiþ2Σ�1

cki,j

� 	�1
� �

: ðA12Þ
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